
Magic Mushrooms card       By Olesya Kharkova 

Materials Used:-  
Chameleon Color Tones Deluxe Set; 
YO3 Warm Sunset, YL2 Summer Sun, 
GR3 Grass Green, YG3 Spring 
Meadow, BL3 Sky Blue, OR4 Seville 
Orange, BG4 Aqua Marine, detail pen, 
light green spray Scrapego, Dylusions 
Calypso Teal , perfect pearls mist 
Sunflower Sparkle, white gel pen, 
paper flowers, Maya Road chipboard 
frames, texture paste, a sheet of 
plastic, die-cuts, craft knife, matte 
acrylic varnish, gold acrylic paint, 
Black Soot distress ink. 

 

Instructions:- 

1. Take a separate sheet of paper and draw the design of 
the future stencil.  

2. Cover the draft stencil with a piece of plastic and 
fasten them with some washi tape. Outline the images 
over the plastic. 



3.  Cut all the pieces on the plastic with a craft knife 
and test the stencil using some inks to check all the cut 
areas. 

4. Prepare a white card base and a black front panel which 
should be slightly smaller than the card base. 

5. Cover the black panel with matte acrylic varnish to make the 
surface non porous and apply some texture paste through the 
stencil. Correct the pattern with a needle. 

6. Draw or print out several mushroom images and outline 
them with a detail pen. 

7. Splash the dried pattern with teal, green and gold 
sprays. 



8. Take a Maya Road chipboard frame, sponge its 
borders with Black Soot distress ink and apply gold 
acrylic paint on top with a finger to make a very thin 
cover. 

9. Color the Mushrooms  
The big mushroom: use the brush nib of the Aqua 
Marine pen infused for 6 seconds to color the cap 
from the middle to the bottom. Take a brush nib of 
the Blue Sky pen infused for 5 seconds to color the 
top part of the cap. The small mushrooms: use the 
bullet nibs of the Summer Sun and Seville Orange 
pens as regular markers without infusing. The long 
ones: the bullet nib of the Spring Meadow pen 
infused for 8 seconds to color the cap and the bullet 
nib of the Grass Green pen to mark the shadows. 

10. Adhere the frame and embellish it with micro beads, paper flowers, 
and white dots. Cover the mushrooms’ caps with some glitter glue and 
Glossy Accents on top. 

11. Place some die-cuts under the frame. 

You can find more inspiration on the Chameleon Pens blog 
http:// blog.chameleonpens.com, on the 
website http://www.chameleonpens.com and on Olesya’s 
blog http://as-if- by-magic- ivy.blogspot.ru/ 




